Abstract. For 1 < p < oo, we consider/»-integrable functions on a finite cube Q0 in R", satisfying / i r \1/p (i) ^JJAx)-feVdxj <c<p(|ß|)
Now, we are led to consider more general spaces, for instance, those/»-integrable functions/on Q0 satisfying & ( iTÏÏ f I'W -kf d*) " < C\Q\~" for some 0 < a < \/p.
It would be interesting to obtain some estimate for the distribution function in this space. However, it does not seem to be possible. Actually, we show this in a more general space. In fact, let <p(t) be a nonnegative function defined in (0, oo) such that qs(f) does not increase near zero, <p(i) -» oo as t -»0, and t<pp(t) does not decrease near zero. We say that a function / that is /^-integrable over a cube Q0 in R" belongs to the space MP(Q0) if it satisfies (\Q\~XjQ\f(x) -fQ\p dx)l/p < C<p(|ß|) for every parallel subcube Q of Q0.
When <p(t) = t~a, 0 < a < \/p, we get the Morrey space, that is the functions satisfying (2) . Now, we prove the following result.
Proposition.
Let g: (0, 1) -» R be a nonnegative, nonincreasing p-integrable function such that g(t) -» oo as t -» 0. Then, there exist a cube Q0, a function f E MP(Q0) and two constants C" Aq > 0 such that 8/X) > Cx8g(X) for X>Xo.
Proof. First, we prove the assertion in one variable. The general case will follow from this one.
According to the hypothesis, there exists a < 1 such that <jp(i) does not increase for t < a, t<pp(t) does not decrease there, and <p(a) > 0. We can also suppose that <p(a) = 1, so we get <p(i) > 1 for / < a. We suppose also that f0g(ty dt < a/4P. On the other hand, we complete the definition of the function g in such a way that it remains left continuous.
Let h > 2 be the first natural number such that g(t) < 2h~l, for some t. For each k > h + 1, we consider the interval Ik = (xk, xk_x), such that 2k~2 < g(t) < 2*_1 in Ik.
We assert that the sequence {xk} converges to zero. In fact, since it is decreasing, it has a limit L > 0. L must be zero because, by construction, we have g(xk) > 2k~2, k > h + 1. Furthermore, the length of the intervals Ik decreases as a geometric progression. In fact, \ik\2p<k-2><fig(tydt<^, so that 141 <a/2pkîork > h + 1. Now, we define a step function m(t) as «1(0 = 2*-' inIk,îoTk >h+ I.
Clearly, 8m(X) > 8g(X) for X > 2*"1. Now, we will replace each interval Ik by another one, Jk = (yk,yk-X), of length \Jk\ -2'*|4| = 2P\, m(ty dt.
We assert that 2,k>n+x\Jk\ < oo. In fact, 2 1-41= 2 y*nd-4" S 2'<*-2>|4| /t>A + l Ar>A + l /t>A + l <v 2 fg{tydt<rVg{tY dt < a.
Now, we will define a function fit) on the interval (0, yh) in the following way. We fix one interval Ik and we divide it into nk subintervals of length 8k = \Ik\/nk.
The number nk will be selected later. Now, let ek = (|4J -\Ik\)/(nk -1). We divide the interval Jk into 2nk -1 subintervals of length 8k and ek alternatively. We define fit) as 2k~x in the intervals of length 8k and zero in the others.
•
Over each interval Jk the measure of the set where fit) does not vanish is exactly |4|. Furthermore, fit) coincides with m(t) on that set. So, both functions have the same distribution function. Now, we assert that selecting the number nk in each interval Jk in a correct way, we get/(f) E Mp((0,yh)). Actually, we will prove that there exists a constant C > 0 such that ffity dt < c\j\<pp(\j\) jj for every subinterval / of (0, yh). This will clearly imply that/ £ Mp((0, yh)) Now, we will consider an interval J contained in one of the intervals Jk. We will select the number nk in order to obtain the desired inequality over this interval.
Since we have supposed the index k to be fixed, we will write simply n, 8, e. We first assume that there are/ intervals of length 5, which cover the interval /, in the following sense. It would be desirable to obtain the inequality 2**-»/8 < (j8 + (j -\)e)<pp(j8 + (j -l)e), \ < j < n.
Since 8 = \Ik\/n, e = (\Jk\ -\Ik\)/n -1 = (2pk -\)\Ik\/n -1, we can write the above inequality in the form
or, 2^-o < (, + 1 LZ±x{2p> _ l))^(|4l(^ + j^\(2"k -1))).
As we saw above, |4| < a/2pk. Moreover, (j -\)/(n -1) < j/n. Thus, I41Í-+ ^-r(2M -1)) < -J-+ -(2M -0, = a-< a.
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Since we have supposed that <p is a nonincreasing function for / < a, we obtain l4l(f + ^T^-ií))>t(4)>^)-i.
Thus, it suffices to find a natural number n so that 2,(*-D « |, + j j^-\(2pk -1))<(<¿), \<j <n,
for k > h + 1 fixed. Since <p(r) -» oo as / -» 0, there exists 0 < /•(&, p) < a such that a//« < r which implies 2p(k~X) < cpp(aj/n). Thus, when//« < /-/a, we get the desired inequality. Now, we suppose 1 < n/j < a/r, and we will select n in such a way that 2/K*-D < l +4 ¿Hi(2M_ !).
7 n -1
Since (/ -\)/j =1 -1// increases as/ increases, the worst case occurs when n/j = a/r; that is, 2/>(*-<) < 1 + -ElE-l(2Pk -1).
r n -1
From this inequality, we deduce that selecting n > (a/r -9)/(\ -9), where 9 = (2P(*_1) -\)/(2pk -1), we obtain the desired inequality for the subinterval /. Now, we suppose that / is contained in one of the intervals of length 8k, for k fixed. In this case, it suffices to satisfy the inequality 2^-1V|<|/|^(|/|), or, 2*-' <q>(\J\).
Since |7| < 8k, we will have <p(|/|) > <p(8k); so that, it suffices to obtain 2k~x < (p(8k). But this is the inequality above, for/ = 1.
In the same way, we can prove the inequality for a given subinterval J of some interval Jk. We merely have to use that the function t(pp(t) does not decrease for t < a.
Finally, let us consider a subinterval / of the interval (0, yh). We can divide J into at most three intervals. One of them is a union of some intervals Jk, and the others are contained in some other intervals Jk, and Jk~. Thus, according to all we have said above, and using again the fact that t<pp(t) is a nondecreasing function, we obtain the inequality. This concludes the one variable case.
In the general case, we argue as follows. Let fit) be a function in the space M^,((0,yh)), satisfying the desired hypothesis. Let Q0 = {(/,, . . . , /")|0 < tj <yh, j = 1, . . . , «}. We define the function F(tx, . . . , tn) as F(tx,..., tn) =/(/,)•
We assert that F E MP(Q0). In fact, let g be a parallel subcube of Q0; we can write Q = Sx X • • • XSn, where 5, are subintervals of the same length of (0, yh). Thus, f F(tx,...,tnydtx---dtn=\s2\---\s"\ f f(txydtx <c|ô|<p'(|s,|).
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